A new concept called the extended weaving area is proposed to relieve the conflicts and clogging caused by pedestrian weaving in both time and space in large passenger terminal. The cellular automaton model that considers pedestrian walking habits based on the floor field is adopted. Numerical simulations are carried out in MATLAB environment to explore the relationship between the emptying time and bottleneck setting when four groups of pedestrians walk to four exits through the weaving areas with different settings. It is found that, by using improved extended weaving area settings, the stress of the weaving area could be relieved in both time and space; thus the efficiency of pedestrians passing could be improved. Based on the simulation, the threshold of single bottleneck width in the extended weaving area is also given in this research.
Introduction
The complex behavior conducted by pedestrian flow includes jam transition, clogging, lane formation, and "faster is slower. " The meaning of "faster is slower" is pedestrians trying to move faster but cause a smaller average speed of leaving. These phenomena can be investigated from the perspective of physics [1] . Therefore, many physical models, such as cellular automaton (CA) models [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , social force models [16] [17] [18] , and fluid dynamic models [19] , have been applied to research pedestrian crowd dynamics and have achieved great success in the community. Some investigations have explored the fundamental diagrams between density and flow or density and velocity [7, 14, [20] [21] [22] . These fundamental diagrams can be used to evaluate models of pedestrian flow.
In the transportation research field, cellular automaton is becoming more and more significant and has been the most common choice, for it can not only model individual behaviors but also reflect the characteristics of collective dynamics. Characteristics of collective dynamics include jamming, lane formation, oscillation, patterns at intersection, trail formation, panics [15, 16] . The CA applications on characteristic analysis of pedestrian flow include bidirectional flow [2, 3] , fire evacuation [4] , evacuation under poor visibility [5] , airplane evacuation [6] , T crossing [7] , evacuation with obstacles [8, 9] , evacuation in ramp [10] , and cooperative and competitive behaviors [6] .
Most of the CA models discretize the floor into rectangular cells and give a weight to each cell in every step of the iteration. The calculation of weight depends on the location and the width of the exits, pedestrians' emotion, and location of obstacles. Burstedde et al. [11] first proposed the idea of floor field to compute the weights and simulated the pedestrian dynamic in counter flow.
There are two kinds of floor field, namely, the static floor field and the dynamic floor field. The static floor field does not change with time nor does it change with appearance of pedestrians. Huang and Guo [12] discussed the choice of exits in multiexits evacuation under the circumstance with obstacles and also suggested an iterative calculating method of the static floor field.
The dynamic floor field, however, should change with appearance of pedestrians. It should adjust the weight in every step, and the parameters considered include pedestrian behavior, pedestrian distribution, pedestrian density near exit, and the distance between the pedestrian and the exit. The pedestrian movement depends on the local motion rules and the weight of each cell.
Concerning streamline weaving of pedestrian flow, Chen et al. [13] proposed a lattice gas model based on a floor field and studied the characteristics and clogging mechanism of pedestrian weaving with two various directions. Yao et al. [14] classified the phenomena of pedestrian weaving flow into three parts: forward weaving behavior, cross weaving behavior, and lateral weaving behavior. Several quantization parameters are given, and correlation between different behavioral parameters is analyzed based on real data of DongZhiMen hub [14] .
Weaving area in traffic highway is also studied by using cellular automaton [23] [24] [25] . Nishi et al. [23] have studied the effect of vehicular configuration on the weaving traffic flow on a two-lane highway by using cellular automaton model. Li et al. [24] investigated capacity of the weaving section by using cellular automaton; they argued that the length of the weaving section should be larger than 150 m. Lei et al. [25] analyzed the weaving section with one-lane main road based on the NS cellular automaton traffic model, and the simulation results suggested that a proper length of weaving sections needs to be chosen.
In this paper, we model pedestrian weaving flow in a large passenger terminal modeled as a rectangle grid space with two channels and set an extended weaving area between the channels. In this way, pedestrians in the four directions form the weaving streamlines in the weaving area. We utilize CA model based on the floor field and pedestrian walking habits to study the characteristics of pedestrian weaving flow and give the threshold of bottleneck's width based on simulated comparative studies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the setting mode of the weaving area. Section 3 describes the cellular automaton model based on walking habits and the floor field. The experiments of numerical simulation and the analysis are given in Section 4. Section 5 draws the conclusions.
Setting Mode of the Weaving Area
In large passenger terminal and traffic terminal, a phenomenon often occurs where pedestrians come across each other in the weaving area while they are in different directions. The administration often tries to avoid jam and reduce conflicts by setting barriers or designing special pedestrian streamline. Therefore, this paper discusses the characteristics of pedestrian flow under different weaving area setting.
First of all, we use bidimensional rectangular grids to display the motion space of pedestrian flows. We set the size of a cell to 0.4 × 0.4 m 2 , which is the typical space occupied by a pedestrian. The unit of other variables is the number of cells, the overall length is 100, and the width of a single channel is 10. The width of bottleneck between barriers is denoted by , whose value depends on different setting of weaving area. Each cell can be occupied by only one pedestrian or facility. Pedestrians are randomly distributed in four special regions on both sides at the initial time, representing four groups of pedestrians with different exits. The maximum number of pedestrians in each group is 100. Because each group of pedestrians has an exclusive exit, thus the weaving area is formed around the bottleneck between barriers.
In this paper, the pedestrians flow scenario is formed as follows. The upper left pedestrians (ULP) go through the weaving area; they leave from the lower right exit. In the same manner, the lower left pedestrians (LLP) leave from the upper right exit, the upper right pedestrians (URP) leave from the lower left exit, and the lower right pedestrians (LRP) leave from the upper left exit. The locations of four exits are defined individually, which will be illustrated later according to different settings of weaving area. Certainly, we can consider adding the streamline of ULP leave from the lower left exit in order to form a more complex scenario, but, due to space limitation, this paper only considers the characteristics of pedestrian flow in the weaving area as above.
To exploit the weaving area effectively, the administration department sets guide signs in the weaving area to instruct pedestrians to right preference, which matches the walking habit of pedestrians. Section 3 will describe the pedestrian motion rules according to the floor field and the habit of right preference.
We mainly discuss two setting modes of the weaving area. One is the single weaving area, as shown in Figure 1 , in which pedestrians of four directions weave in the central bottleneck. The other one, as shown in Figure 2 , is called "extended weaving area, " where the traffic administrative department should set guide signs on floor or wall, in order to let pedestrians know possible walking direction to the exits. For example, as to ULP, the guide signs should provide information that pedestrians can reach their destination by A or B, so that pedestrians can make a rational choice according to pedestrian density nearby. Under this extended setting, the weaving area can be divided into four parts: pedestrian weaving flow in region A is mainly formed by ULP and LLP; pedestrian weaving flow in region B is mainly formed by URP and LRP; region C and region D are complex regions, where pedestrians from any direction may appear in these two regions at the same time. However, most of the pedestrians from URP and LRP appear in region C and most of the pedestrians from ULP and LLP appear in region D.
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The Cellular Automaton Model Based on Pedestrian Walking Habit and Floor Field
At any time, every pedestrian follows the Moore motion rule, in which the specific transition probability calculation depends on specific floor field and the habit of right preference.
Floor Field.
In the process of calculation of floor field, when pedestrians only walk in horizontal and vertical directions, the minimum step between cell ( , ) and exit is denoted by . When pedestrians walk in horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions, the minimum step between cell ( , ) and exit is denoted by . The weighted distance to the exit is denoted by = + (1 − ) . When calculating the distance, the coefficient between and is denoted by . The analysis suggests that if = 1, that is, pedestrians only walk in horizontal and vertical directions, a triangle would emerge near the exit (see Figure 3 (a)). However, if = 0, that is, pedestrians can also walk in a diagonal direction, a rectangle would emerge near the exit (see Figure 3 (c)). Therefore, the value of should depend on the arching emerging near the exit. Considering the scenarios discussed in this paper, experiment showed that if = 0.4, an arched floor field would emerge (see Figure 3(b) ). The value of the static floor field at cell ( , ) formed by exit is denoted by = max − . When four groups of pedestrians pass the studied region, they move along the respective static floor field formed by the corresponding exit and the habit of right preference. When all pedestrians reach their exits, the simulation is terminated.
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(1) Set = 1, for each cell ( , ), we initialize the minimum steps as follows: Based on the simulation procedure above, Figure 4 shows the static floor field formed by the upper right exit. In this simulation, is equal to 0.4, the length of the pedestrian movement space is 50, the width of each channel is 10, and the width of each bottleneck is 5. The number in each cell is the static floor field value of the cell, which is calculated at step (5) in the simulation procedure above. A larger number means a position closer to the exit. As can be seen in Figure 4 , an arching contour is formed around the exit. This means that our parameter setting reflects the phenomenon of "arch-like blockings of the exit" [16] . We set the overall length to 50 here in order to display a clear figure in a single page, because of the large volume of numbers. In other experiments, the overall length is set as 100. Other settings and the static floor field formed by different exits are similar to this example. Figure 5 , and the corresponding transition probability is shown in Figure 6 .
Local Motion Rules. The adopted Moore motion rule is as shown in
The transition probability of pedestrians walking is calculated as follows:
where is the normalized factor: 
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is the value of the static floor field at cell ( , ) formed by exit , and is the value of the dynamic floor field at cell ( , ) formed by exit . The coefficient of the static floor field and the coefficient of the dynamic floor field have remarkable influence on the distribution of the floor field values. reflects the degree of pedestrians' familiarity to the inherent characteristics of the scenario, whereas reflects the following trend of pedestrian in procession. Kirchner and Schadschneider [15] analyzed and in detail, and they pointed out that if is set as a fixed value, when increases gradually, the pedestrians' motion time would decrease in a nonlinear way. In other words, the more familiar the pedestrian is to the scenario, the shorter time the procession needs. Meanwhile, if is fixed, when increases gradually, the pedestrians' motion time would increase when it exceeds a certain threshold, especially when is small. This reflects that when pedestrians are not familiar with the scenario ,   0  20  40  60  80  100  120  140  160  180  200  220  240  260  280  300  320  340  360  380  400  100  150  200  250  300  350  400  450  500  550  600 Single weaving area (width is 20)
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following other pedestrians aimlessly would increase the motion time [15] . Since the scenario discussed in this paper is passenger terminal, we can treat pedestrians as people who have specific aim. Thereby, there is no need to consider the aimless following phenomenon in emergency, so that only the static floor field is adopted in this research. In simulation, we set the coefficient of dynamic floor field to zero.
The Strategy of Right Preference.
Before entering the weaving area, pedestrians choose the next cell by transition probability based on the floor field. After a pedestrian enters the weaving area, we first calculate the cell that the pedestrian should enter based on the formula of transition probability. If the cell is occupied by another pedestrian, then pedestrian will follow the strategy of right preference and choose the offside of this cell. The "offside" here means the right side of the cell which is chosen by current pedestrian but is occupied by another pedestrian. If one vacant cell is chosen by more than one pedestrian, then we will choose one pedestrian randomly to determine who shall enter this cell. If there is no available cell, the pedestrian should stay in the cell he occupied until next iteration.
The Simulation Experiment of Pedestrian Flow
The simulation experiment is carried out in MATLAB 2012.
The maximum number of iterations is 600. In Figure 7 , which indicates the relationship between the number of pedestrians and the time taken (steps), if the time taken equals 600, it means that the clogging appears in simulation.
Simulation of Pedestrian Weaving Flow by Using Single
Weaving Area Setting. If one adopts single weaving area, it is easy to cause clogging when pedestrians in four directions approach the weaving area at the same time. Figure 7 shows the relationship between the number of pedestrians and the time taken by using single weaving area. In this simulation, the total width of the bottleneck is set as 20. The average time taken for each number of pedestrians is based on 50 independent experiments. caused by detour, layering, and clogging of the pedestrians. Furthermore, as can be seen in Figure 8 , when the number of pedestrians reaches more than 360, a clear clogging phenomenon can be observed in the weaving area. We should also notice in Figure 7 that there are still some pedestrians who cannot leave the region and even the number of iterations reaches 600.
Simulation of Pedestrian Weaving Flow by Using Extended
Weaving Area Setting. By setting the extended weaving area as shown in Figure 2 , the weave of streamline becomes more discrete in time and space and thus could avoid congestion effectively. Figure 9 shows the streamline net of pedestrian weaving flow by using extended weaving area setting. We use different line width to represent different densities of pedestrians. As can be seen from Figures 9 and 10 , most of pedestrians walk in right direction, which means the habit of right preference is reflected in our model. To observe how the extended weaving area performs, in this subsection, we set the width of every bottleneck as 10 (the total width is 20) and the total number of pedestrians as 200 (50 people in each group) as an example to show every stage of pedestrian weaving. As shown in Figures 9 and 10 , the position of two bottlenecks is set at the proper location, so as to divide the central isolation barrier into three appropriately equal parts. The separation between the two bottlenecks is 26, and the other parts on both sides are 27, respectively. Figure 10(a) shows the scenario at the initial time (step 0), in which the four groups of pedestrians are distributed randomly in the initial region. Figure 10(b) shows the scenario at step 31, the first stage of pedestrians' weaving march. Weaving of ULP and LLP takes place in region A, and weaving of URP and LRP takes place in region B. In order to avoid four groups of pedestrians entering the same weaving area at the same time, both A and B only have two groups of pedestrians who take part in different stage; as can be seen from Figures 9 and  10 , most of pedestrians walk in right direction, which means that the habit of right preference is reflected by our model. In our simulation, pedestrians will clog around bottlenecks as shown in Figure 10 if right preference is not involved in the simulation. Figure 10(c) shows the scenario at step 58, the second stage of pedestrians' weaving march; pedestrians weaving take part in C and D separately. In region C and region D, all of the four groups of pedestrians have shown up. However, due to distributary in the first stage, in region C it appears that most URP and LRP walk in left direction and a few ULP and LLP walk in right direction. In region D, it appears that most ULP and LLP walk in right direction and a few URP and LRP walk in left direction. The reason why LLP show in region D is when LLP walk across A, there will be collisions because of the weaving of ULP and LLP, so as for LLP, the front region (region B) still has access to the upper right exit. In this way, part of LLP do not enter region A but instead enter region B through region D and then walk to their exit. We can explain the appearance in C and D of the other three types of pedestrians in a similar way. Figure 10(d) shows the scenario at step 89; when pedestrians leave the weaving area, they walk to their respective exits. Figure 10 (e) shows the scenario at step 119; pedestrians arrive at the respective exits one after another. From the detailed simulation process, we can see that, with the extended weaving area setting, the weaving of pedestrians from four directions is divided into two stages, respectively, in two kinds of area. The experiment shows that by setting of extended weaving area, the weaving is discretized in time and space, and the clogging and conflicts are avoided effectively. In particular, as is shown above, according to Extended weaving area (total width is 20)
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the information offered by the traffic administration, part of pedestrians can choose not to enter in the bottleneck when weaving first appears and keep going forward to the bottleneck ahead. However, when these pedestrians enter the bottleneck, there mainly only has this part of pedestrians, or other pedestrians are very rare (see the left bottleneck as shown in Figure 10(d) ). In this way, clogging in weaving area can be relieved. But in single weaving area, pedestrians only have one choice; thus it is easy to cause clogging when large numbers of pedestrians reach the threshold. Figure 11 shows the spatial and temporal distribution of pedestrians shown in situations in Figure 10 . The -axis denotes time (steps), the -axis denotes the long side of the research region, and the -axis denotes the short side of the research region. In Figure 11 , different colors of the triangles represent different groups of pedestrians. As can be seen in Figure 11 , at the initial stage (corresponding to Figure 10(a) ) and at the final stage (corresponding to Figure 10 (e)), there is no weaving, and the pedestrians walk towards their exits, respectively. The most weaving happens when pedestrians enter the weaving area (corresponding to Figures 10(b)-10(d) ), where we can observe the pedestrians overlap with each other severely.
Comparison between the Single Weaving and the Extended
Weaving Area. The relationship between the number of pedestrians and the time taken by using the extended weaving area is shown in Figure 12 . In this simulation, the total width of two bottlenecks is set as 20. The average time taken for each number of pedestrians is also based on 50 independent experiments. In addition, as can be seen in Figure 12 , the time taken by using extended weaving area is significantly less than the time taken by using signal weaving area (in Figure 7) . As aforementioned, by using extended weaving area, special streamline of pedestrian flow can be formed to avoid unnecessary collisions, and it can also bring convenience for administration.
The relationship between the time taken and the total width of bottlenecks is shown in Figure 13 . In this simulation, the number of pedestrians is 400, and the average time taken for each number of the total width of bottlenecks is based on 50 independent experiments. When adopting the extended weaving area, if the width of single bottleneck is less than 6 (the total width of two bottlenecks is less than 12), there will be a long-time clogging and some pedestrians who walk behind others will walk around randomly. When the width of single bottleneck is 7-10 (the total width of two bottlenecks is [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , the time will decrease gradually, and transitory clogging will occur. In pedestrians' gathering time, we can notice the phenomena of detour and layering. From the discussion above, we can draw the following conclusion: in order to avoid clogging, the width threshold of single bottleneck in the extended weaving area is 6; that is, the total width threshold of bottlenecks in the extended weaving area is 12.
From Figure 13 , we can see that when adopting the single weaving area and when the number of pedestrians is 400, in order to avoid clogging, the width threshold of bottleneck in the single weaving area is 24. With the same amount of pedestrians, the time taken of the single weaving area is larger than that of the extended weaving area when total width of bottlenecks is less than 40.
As can be seen in Figure 14 , by using the threshold width, the relationship between the number of pedestrians and the time taken is similar under the situation of using the single weaving area and the extended weaving area. However, the total width of bottlenecks in the extended weaving area is less than that of the single weaving area. Therefore, the extended weaving area is more effective than the single weaving area. two bottlenecks, we plot the relationship between the time taken and the separation between two bottlenecks under different number of pedestrians in Figure 15 .
The Effect of the
As can be seen in Figure 15 , if the width of the separation is equal to zero, as in the single weaving area, the time taken is the same as that in Figure 7 . Moreover, if the width of the separation is equal to 26, as in the extended weaving area, the time taken is the same as that in Figure 12 . When the width of separation is from 20 to 40, the time taken has relatively small changes for given number of pedestrians, especially for a lesser number of pedestrians. The time taken becomes larger when the width of separation is 60. Figure 16 illustrates the reason. We can observe four different groups of pedestrians near two bottlenecks at initial state. The pedestrians are clogging prematurely around bottlenecks, so that they cannot use the extended weaving area effectively which is shown in Figures 2 and 9 . Therefore, the width of separation should be set between 20 and 40 for the simulation scenario in order to give full play to the extended weaving area. The role of separation is just like a column placed in front of the exits [16] . It can subdivide the crowd and the pressure and then relieve the conflicts and clogging caused by pedestrian weaving.
Conclusions
In large passenger terminal and rail transit hub, complex streamline net formed by pedestrian flows could result in emerging pedestrian weaving. The administration should adopt effective coordinated control methods to avoid the clogging caused by such pedestrian weaving in rush hours. We have proposed the concept of the extended weaving area and simulated and analyzed the dynamic characteristics of the streamline weaving area using cellular automaton model based on the floor field and human walking habits (i.e., right preference). The simulation experiment has demonstrated that when the extended weaving area is adopted and effective guide signs are given (e.g., point out the direction at appropriate location or ground), we could discretize the streamline of pedestrians in both time and space. Through simulation experiment, we have given the threshold of bottleneck in the extended weaving area in specific scenario. This setting mode and simulation method of the extended weaving area can be applied to existing environment where the widths of channel and bottleneck are limited. Meanwhile, it can also be applied to the analysis of pedestrian weaving streamline during the design period of large passenger terminal and rail transit hub.
